TECKENTRUP I HOME

LED it shine
The perfect garage lighting for indoors and outdoors

Consistent
lighting design
Optimum illumination
of the entire
driveway and garage
Can be retrofitted to all
common garage
sectional doors
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YOUR SAFETY IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Whether you want your garage to match with the
rest of your home lighting concept, or whether
your safety is your top priority, with Teckentrup
lighting solutions you will not be left in the
dark. Besides the aspect of a consistent design,
optimal lighting also deters potential potential
burglars!

Our LEDs make your garage shine both inside
and outside. Optimal illumination with the
greatest possible range ensures maximum
protection in combination with an attractive
appearance.
Reliable, comfortable, beautiful - and at the
same time simply safe!

Outside lighting: Teckentrup LED light bars

Classic ambient lighting offers little safety due to
their usually very weak luminosity.

Teckentrup LED light bars illuminate the entire
garage with neutral white light.

Inside lighting: Teckentrup LED stripes

Many lights on garage door drives are often
only pointed and thus do not provide optimum
illumination of the garage.

Teckentrup LED stripes illuminate the entire
garage with neutral white light.

OUTSIDE LIGHTING

Economical
LED technology
1500 lumens per metre

The „all-round carefree package“ for your garage!
Teckentrup‘s lighting concepts are based on high quality and powerful
LED stripes for outdoor use. This way, you create safety throughout your
entire driveway. In addition, your entrance area can score with visual
highlights of highest quality.
Simply mounted on the outside of the garage, the individually adjustable
motion detector guarantees uniform illumination - for comfortable
parking and a consistent lighting design from the garage door to the
front door.
DRIVE UP SAFELY, GET OUT, ARRIVE!

Saves high costs
for additional
outdoor lighting

Functional
light for
perfect vision.
With neutral white light, the LED
lighting systems provide perfect,
functional illumination inside and
outside. This promotes better visibility
when parking and driving out, as well
as when entering and working in and
in front of the garage.
Perfectly
illuminated safe all round.
A sufficient amount of light ensures
bright illumination in front of and
inside of the garage. This creates a
safe feeling. The motion detector,
which switches the light on and off
automatically provides additional
comfort.

Genuinely efficient
and economical
in consumption.
LED technology offers an efficient
alternative to conventional
lighting systems. Despite low power
consumption strong and uniform
lighting is is guaranteed in the
garage and the entire driveway.

Outside lighting

LED light bars for outdoor use

LED stripes for indoors

 Light output of 1500 lumen per
metre (light colour 4000 Kelvin =
neutral white)

 Better visibility and more safety
in the entire garage

 Durable, high quality, weatherproof (IP44 protection class for
outdoor use)
 Smart Home control and
dimmability (optional) or
control via drive
 Optional retrofitting also on
garages from other
manufacturers
 Modular solution for all common
garage door widths (2000 mm 5500 m) through combination of
1000 mm and 1250 mm strips

 Light colour = 4000 Kelvin
 Simple mounting on all
common sectional garage doors
using high-quality magnets in
silicone coating
 Convenient operation thanks to
automatic motion detector and
infrared receiver
 Waterproof sensor housing
 Control via the drive by
additional relay possible

Harmoniously coordinated:
maximum light output in an elegant look for
outdoors and indoors.
Inside lighting

INSIDE LIGHTING

6000 lumens
light output

Brightens up more than your garage!
With the well thought-out interior lighting for sectional doors your
garage becomes a safe place to feel at home. Thanks to their low
power consumption, LED stripes are an efficient alternative to
conventional lighting systems
With the help of a motion detector, the LED stripes switch on
automatically. Their neutral white light creates the best visibility:
For parking and driving out, for repairing or when you carry your
shopping from the car into the house. They also convince as
ambient lighting: This caters for you uniform and pleasant lighting
in your garage.
And best of all: the system can be installed in just 15 minutes!
Using high-quality magnets, it is easily attached to the side frames
and the cross strut of the garage door.
SIMPLY CLICK, SWITCH ON, DONE!

Direct control
via drive possible
Magnetic
mounting

Go for that certain something extra:
SMART HOME
From lighting to heating control to the
entertainment system: Smart Home is the
keyword. With Teckentrup you can integrate
your new, but also your old garage door into
your home automation system thanks to our
comprehensive system. Control the drive from
on the road or at home using an app or browser
via smartphone, tablet or PC - very simply,
conveniently and securely.
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We will be happy to advise you.

BURGLAR RESISTANCE (RC2)
As additional protection for your garage door
we offer our certified RC 2 security equipment
for even more burglary protection In addition to
doors and windows burglars also try to break in
through the garage door - especially if
the garage stores real value items or if a
connecting door allows direct access to the
house. With our products you get exactly the
security you need! For sure.

The practical use of our LED strips is shown
in our product video. You can find this and
many other videos around the topic of
„garages“ on our YouTube channel.
Go ahead and take a look.
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